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Logic
l

George Boole
l

l

l

Boole represented logical expressions in a
mathematical form (Boolean Algebra) - 1847
In conjunction with Boole, Augustus DeMorgan
formalized a set of logical operations (DeMorgan
transformations).

Claude Shannon
l

Shannon showed how Boole's concepts of TRUE
and FALSE could be used to represent the
functions of switches in electronic circuits -1938.

Logic Machines
l

Logic Piano (1869)
- William Stanley Jevons
l
l

economist
Jevons’ paradox
l

l

increased efficiency leads to
increase resource use

invented a machine to
solve 4-variable logic
equations, eliminating
logical impossibilities

Logic Machines

Source: Rutherford Journal

Logic Machines

Logic Machines
l

Marquand Logic Machine (1881)
- Allan Marquand
l

l

“The machine displayed
all the valid implications
of a simple logical
proposition [of 4
variables.”
(IBM Archives)
Created first circuit
diagram of an electrical
logic machine (1885)

Logic Machines

Logic Machines
l

Example:
A implies B and B implies C.
l
l

l

l

Press 1 key to reset machine (all horizontal).
A —> B is equivalent to A and not B implies false.
l Press A and b and 0 keys. Ab pointers fall.
B —> C is equivalent to B and not C implies false.
l Press B and c and 0 keys. Bc pointers fall.
Remaining horizontal pointers yield solution:
ABC + aBC + abC + abc = true
or simply BC + ab is true.

Theoretical Foundations
of Computation
l

David Hilbert – Decidability
l

Given a formal, abstract and symbolic system
defining mathematics, does there exist a definite
procedure guaranteed to be able to decide, in a
finite number of steps,
whether an arbitrary
assertion stated in the
system is true or is false?

Decidability
l

“I am lying.”

l

“The following sentence
is true.
The previous sentence
is false.”
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Theoretical Foundations
of Computation
l

Kurt Gödel – Incompleteness Theorem
l

l

Provided arithmetic is consistent, mathematics is
incomplete in that there exist propositions which
cannot be proved.
Proved using Gödel Numbers
<a,b,c,d,e,…> = 2a3b5c7d11e…
where a,b,c,d,e,… are positive integers
l

Example: Each word in the
dictionary can be mapped to a unique Gödel Number.
cab: 233152 = 600
deaf: 24355176 = 2287096560

Alan Mathison Turing
l
l
l
l
l
l

Born in 1912 in London, England
Sent away from his parents every autumn to
the isolation of boarding school
Studied chemistry and mathematics when it
was out of fashion to do so
Entered King’s College, Cambridge in 1931
Began studying the work of John von
Neumann in quantum mechanics in 1932
Believed in the “liberal-libertarian” school of
thought championed by Keynes and Forster.

Alan Turing’s
Contribution
l

Wrote “On Computable Numbers, with an
application to the Entscheidungsproblem” in
1936
l
l

l

l

Defines the notion of an algorithm
Introduces the fundamental concept of a
computing model commonly referred to as a
“Turing machine”
Introduces the notion of a universal algorithmic
automaton, more commonly referred to later as a
universal Turing machine
Considered to be one of the major contributions to
the logical foundations of Computer Science

Turing Machine
l

An abstract mathematical device capable of
reading and writing units of information on a
tape that is partitioned into a succession of
squares and potentially infinite in length.
l
l
l

l

A tape (of infinite length) divided into “cells”
horizontally along its surface
A finite set of symbols that can be stored on the tape
A reading and writing device capable of reading data
from a single cell, erasing data in a single cell, writing
data to a single cell or moving left or right along the
tape one cell at a time
A control unit that determines its operation

Turing Machine
l
l

l

The machine has a number of states
that it can be in.
The behavior of the machine is determined by
the current state of the machine and the symbol
at the cell on the tape where the read/write
device is situated.
Given this information, the machine may
l
l
l

change to another state or remain in the same state
move left or right on the tape
write data to the tape or erase data on the tape
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Universal Turing Machine
l

A Turing machine that is capable of simulating
any other Turing machine.
l
l
l

l

l

One tape holds the "program“ (machine to be simulated).
A second tape holds the current "state" of the Turing machine
that we are emulating.
A third tape holds the "input" and will, upon completion, hold
the "output."

Turing was describing a modern computer in
1936 before it was realistically possible to
construct one.
No one has come up with a more general model
for computation to this day.

The Halting Problem
l

Turing’s work gave rise to the notion that
computers could not solve every theoretically
possible problem
l

A universal program U cannot exist that is capable of
answering, within a finite number of steps, the
following question relative to any program P:
l

l

l

Will P terminate after a finite number of steps?

If such a program U existed, it could generate a
logical contradiction simply by being applied to itself.

Many scientists claimed that a Turing machine
could compute any intellectual process, and
Turing proves them wrong.

George Stibitz
l
l

Electrical Engineer at Bell Labs
In 1937, constructed electrical
digital calculator out of
odds and ends in his kitchen
l
l

l

Bell Labs saw the potential
l

l

l

called it the “Model-K”
did binary arithmetic used lights to display result
Completed Stibitz Complex Number Calculator in 1939

Would be the foundation for digital computers
!
!
http://ei.cs.vt.edu/~history/Stibitz.html

Konrad Zuse
l
l

l

l

l
l

German Engineer
Z1 – built prototype 1936-1938 in his
parents living room
l did binary arithmetic
l had 64 word memory
Z2 computer had more advances, called by some first fully functioning
electro-mechanical computer
l convinced German government to fund Z3
Z3 funded and used by German’s Aircraft Institute, completed 1941
l Z1 – Z3 were electromechanical computers destroyed in WWII, not
rebuilt until years later
l Z3 was a stored-program computer (like Von Neumann computer)
l never could convince the Nazis to put his computer to good use
Zuse smuggled his Z4 to the safety of Switzerland in a military truck
The accelerated pace of Western technological advances and the
destruction of German infrastructure left Zuse behind

The Atanasoff-Berry Computer
(ABC)
l

By John Vincent Atanasoff (designer) and Clifford
Berry (his grad student, the builder) at Iowa State
University during 1937-42
l
l
l
l
l

l

the first US electronic digital computer?
used binary arithmetic
regenerative memory
parallel processing
separation of memory and computing functions

How did Atanasoff get the idea?
l
l

Iowa was a dry state, so he drove 189 miles to Illinois and
got a drink of bourbon at a roadhouse
neon lights sparked the idea

John Vincent Atanasoff
l
l

l

1903-1995
Given $650 to start work on his ideas of an electronic
computer in 1937.
Was called to war effort at the Naval Ordnance Lab in
Washington DC
l

l

l

had to give up ABC

Returns in 1948 to Iowa State
to find the ABC dismantled.
Receives the National Medal
of Technology from President
George Bush in 1990

ABC

Clifford Berry with the ABC (Ames Laboratory, DOE)

The only surviving fragment of the original ABC built in 1939.
(Ames Laboratory, DOE)

WW II
l

At start of WW II (1939)
l
l

l

US Military was much smaller than Axis powers
German military had best technology
l particularly by the time US entered war in 1941
US had the great industrial potential
l twice the steel production as any other nation, for example

!
l

A military and scientific war
l

Outcome was determined by technological developments
l atomic bomb, advances in aircraft, radar, code-breaking
computers, and many other technologies

Turing’s Work Continues
l
l

l

l

l

Worked on the Enigma problem during WWII at
Bletchley Park
Developed the Bombe in 1940 to help decode
encrypted Enigma messages by the Germans
l Based on a earlier work by Polish mathematicians
Rejewski, Rozycki, Zygalski
Worked in 1941 to help break more
difficult Enigma codes using statistical
analysis
Joins the National Physical Laboratory
in 1946 and works on ACE (Automatic
ACE
Computing Engine)
Works on MADAM (Manchester Automatic Digital
Machine) project in 1948 at Manchester University

Enigma
l

l

l
l

Alan Turing works at
Bletchley Park on
breaking the German
Enigma Code
Made up of a set of
rotors to translate and a
reflector.
Input letter using keys
Output letter shown with
lights

Enigma Example
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
DFHJLCPRTXVZNYEIWGAKMUSQOB
AJDKSIRUXBLHWTMCQGZNPYFVOE
EKMFLGDQVZNTOWYHXUSPAIBRCJ
YRUHQSLDPXNGOKMIEBFZCWVJAT

rotor1
rotor2
rotor3
reflector

!

After one letter is encoded, the first rotor
rotates one position.
Once the first rotor rotates one whole turn,
the second rotor rotates one position, ...

Turing’s additional work
l

Germans had another cipher for ultra-topsecret communications called
Geheimfernschreiber (secret telegraph)
l

l
l

The allies called this the “Fish”

Designed a machine called COLOSSUS that
could break the Fish code in 1943
COLOSSUS was one of the world’s earliest
working electronic digital computers
l

1800 vacuum tubes

Colossus

from Tony Sale,
original curator of the
Bletchley Park Museum

Turing’s final contribution to
computing
l

Writes Computing Machinery and Intelligence
in 1950 and describes his famous Turing Test:
l

l

Arrested in 1952 for violating British
homosexuality statutes
l
l

l

If a computer and a person are placed behind a wall and
answer questions such that we cannot tell which is
answering, the computer exhibits artificial intelligence.

Found guilty and sentenced to injections of estrogen for a
year rather than prison
Loses his security clearance and is deemed a security risk

Dies of potassium cyanide poisoning in 1954 at
the age of 41. Officials rule this a suicide.

